	
  	
  

(SEX) APPEAL
寒蟬效應 / 不能说的夏天 / Hanchan Xiaoying

a film by WANG Wei Ming
120 min/ Taiwan/ 2014/ Fiction/ Color/ DCP/ 24 fps/ 2.35/ Stereo
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SYNOPSIS
22 years old Pai arrives in the
small town of Taitung to pursue a
music degree. For the first time in
her life she is free from the fetters
of her mother, and can pursue her
dream of becoming a musician.
There, she meets Mu-Hung a
student who’s in love with her,
but doesn’t know how to tell her.
City girls are so complicated!
Meanwhile, her fascinating music
teacher, Mr Lee, soon forces her
into a pervert relationship.
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DIRECTOR’S
STATEMENT

SEX APPEAL is adapted from a real case. I first heard of this case in 2011 from a lawyer
who truly experienced it. Though teacher-student relationship is not rare in Taiwan,
this case caused sensation for reasons: the professor died during the trial, suspending
the case and turning the student from a single-parent family mentally unstable. I was
touched by this story, but more interested by the human nature behind the story itself,
so I decided to adapt this real case for the screen. During two years, I worked on the
script with my screenwriter and the lawyer who was involved in the case.
Sexual harassment is quite common in Taiwan, Mainland and all over the world.
Unfortunately. However, few of them have the courage to seek legal help. For Chinese
people, living under the Confucian influence, sex is considered as a taboo, something
that should be hidden and repressed. The victims are often ashamed of themselves and
just want to continue their life without being judge. I have a lot of sympathy for all the
characters of this story, and I hope to show my thoughts about human nature through
this film. Film is like a vector of stories. Stories can help us discover the world, the
society and human interactions. I’m interested in human being, and I hope that the
audience, after seeing my film, will have things to think about.
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DIRECTOR’S BIO
Born in Taipei, Wang Wei Ming graduates from Taipei
National University of the Arts in 1992.
He starts working with Taiwanese director Edward Yang
on A BRIGHTER SUMMER DAY (Gulingjie shaonian
sharen shijian) in 1991, as his Assistant Director. Edward
Yang becomes his mentor. Wang Wei Ming then
participates in Edward Yang’s next films A CONFUCIAN
CONFUSION (Duli
shihdai,
1994)
and
MAHJONG (Majiang, 1996). He also workes on Kaizo
Hayashi’s THE BREATH (Umihoozuki, 1995), and
Andrew Lau’s BORN TO BE KING (Shengzhe wei wang,
2000). Starting directing himself, his short film A PRIVATE MATTER (Simi) is selected at
the Vancouver International Film Festival in 1995.
He then makes two TV films, TRUE IMAGE (Jhenshih yingsiang) and APARTMENT NO.
101 (Jihongsin weisiou 101). In 2003, he starts working as a commercial director, for
which he wins multiple international prizes including Times Asia-Pacific Awards, Effie
Awards, London International Awards, Spikes Asia Awards, and AAA China Awards.
(SEX) APPEAL (Hanchan siaoying) marks his return to film-making, and is Wang Wei
Ming’s first feature film.
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CAST
Vivian HSU
KUO Tsai Chieh
Leo DAI
Alyssa CHIA
Jade CHOU
Sean HUANG

FANG An-Yu
PAI Hui-Hua
LEE
LIN
WANG
Mu-Hung

CREW
Script
DoP
Editor
Sound
Music
Production Designer
Costume Designer
Producer
Co Producers
Production
In association

Presented by
Co Presented by
International Sales

HSU Kun Hua
Mark LEE Ping Bin
MAN Chiming
TU Duu Chih
Annie LO
YANG Chuan Hsin
Dora CHEN
HSU Hsiao Ming
Isabelle GLACHANT, CHANG Chih Wei
Coolie Films
Stellar Mega Films Limited
21 Century Media Group
Taipei Postproduction Corp.
Arrow Cinematic Group
Ruby CHEN, QIN Hong
SHEN Hao, Charles HU, LIN Tien Kuei
Chinese Shadows
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(SEX) APPEAL
The first feature film of WANG Wei Ming
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